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The new concept of higher-order squeezing has been introduced by Hong and
Mandel [ 1', [2] as a natural generalization of the usual second-order squeezing.
In the usual approach to squeezing in the context of quantum optics, the real field
E decomposed into two quadrature components $ i and £ a w-fiich are canonical conjugates.
Then the state is squeezed to the 'Nth order in Ei[N — 1,2,3...) if there exists a phase
angle 4> such that {(AEi)N) is smaller than its value in a completely coherent state of the
field.
By using the CampbeU-Backer-Hausdorff (C-B-H) identity Hong and Mandel
readily obtained the relation
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Here JV<0 stands for N(N - 1 ) . . . (JV - r + 1), the commutator C0 = ^ [ £ l t £ 2 ] Now the normally ordered moments {: (AE)N :) all vanish for a coherent state. It follows
that the state is squeezed to any even order N if
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ABSTRACT
It is found that the field of the combined mode of the probe wave and the phasccoiijugatu wave in the process of degenerate four-wave mixing exhibits higher-order squeezing to all even order. The degree of squeezing increases with the order N, and the higherorder squeeze parameter qM may approach —1.
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Hong and Mandel have applied this concept of higher-order squeezing to several
physical situations, such as Degenerate Parametric Down Conversion, Second Harmonic
Generation, etc. In this paper, we consider the processes of Degenerate Four-Wave Mixing
(DFWM) and Non-degenerate Parametric Down Conversion (NPDC).
In the process of DFWM, we shall study the standard geometry shown in Fig. 1.
Two strong, classical pump waves of complex amplitude (vt = |«i|e i e i , v2 = |i>2Je'fl3) are
incident on a nonlinear crystal, possessing a third-order (x' 3 ') nonlinearity. The length
of the medium is L. The frequencies of the pump waves, transmitted-probe wave and
phase-conjugate wave are the same (to). The simplest Hamiltonian has the form

+ //.C.) .

H =

(3)

Here g is a coupling constant, 3y and a"!" (j = 3,4) are annihilation and creation operators
respectively, of phase-conjugate wave (j = 3) and probe wave (j = 4) (see Fig. 1).
It is convenient to use the more slowly varying variables
(J=3,4)

where z is the path travelled in the medium, and c the speed of light in the medium. Then
we get the Heisenberg equations of motion for A3 and A 4 ,
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We now apply the C-B-H identity in the form

(5)
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where

(18)

but with the normal ordering applicable to the ej n , c*n operators, and with the commutator
Co therefore identified with |/| 2 , we then obtain, after equating coefficients of ~ ,

The soiutions of the output modes are
(8)
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where :: :: denotes normal ordering with respect to Cin,cfn.
(9)
Now we take the initial quantum state to be |e)4|0)a which is a product of the
coherent state |t) 4 for S4(0) mode and the vacuum state for a^(L) mode, then

where
(10}
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It can be verified that the fields of A3 mode and At mode do not exhibit higher-order
squeezing, so we consider the combined mode
—
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= 0 .
Hence from Eq.(l9), the higher-order moments

We then define the quadrature component E\ by

V

(13)

) = (JV-1)!!|/| W
- (AT- l)!!|
= (Af - l)!![

where <f> is some phase angle that may be chosen at will.
Let

tarS\K\L -

If 4> is chosen to satisfy

i

(14)
2<j> - 61 - 62 = 0

(15)
They are linear combinations of the input modes to the four-wave mixer. Then from
Eqs.(8),(9),(l2),(13),(14) and (15), we get

Ei = /*„ + nt,

(is)

> cos(20 - fli - 62) = 1

(22)

Then Eq.(21) leads to the result
(23)

when 0 < \K\L < w, the right-hand side is less than (JV — 1)!!, which is the corresponding
Nth order dispersion for a coherent state. Then the field of the combined mode of the

probe wave and the phase-conjugate wave exhibits higherorder squeezing to all even order.
Moreover, in order to determine whether the squeezing is intrinsically of higherorder in the sense defined by Hong and Mandel [2], we calculate the normally ordered
moments, for any even TV,
N

1)

:) = (N - l)!!(-

- (sec\K\L -

It follows that when y is odd, {: (A£i) :) < 0, therefore there is intrinsic Ntfc. order
squeezing for ail odd values of ~ , viz. for N — 2,6,10,14,... .
Finally we calculate the squeeze parameter qN for measuring the degree of Nth
order squeezing
_ (N - l)\\[sec\K\L - tan\K\L]lf - (N - 1)!!
q

= [sec\K\L-tan\K\L}N

-1

We find that \qN increases with JV, and the higher-order squeeze parameter may approach
- 1 (Fig. 2).
Besides, we calculate the higher order squeezing of the quanturn electromagnetic
field in the process of non-degenerate parametric down conversion. It is found that the
field of the combined mode of the probe wave and the idler wave in NPDC also exibits
the higher-order squeezing with strong, classical pump wave [3], The degree of squeezing
increases with N as well. So the higher-order squeezing of the quantum field has potential
applications in optical communication, interferometry, spectroscopy and gravitation-wave
detection.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. Schematic for generation of squeezing light via DFWM. Mi,M2,Ms
BS = 50%
50% beam splitter.
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Fig. 2 The higher-order squeeze parameter qN is plotted as a function of \K\L.
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